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Note Well 
Any submission to the IETF intended by the Contributor for publication as all or part of an IETF Internet-Draft or RFC 
and any statement made within the context of an IETF activity is considered an "IETF Contribution". Such statements 
include oral statements in IETF sessions, as well as written and electronic communications made at any time or place, 
which are addressed to:  

v  The IETF plenary session 
v  The IESG, or any member thereof on behalf of the IESG 
v  Any IETF mailing list, including the IETF list itself, any working group or design team list, or any other 

list functioning under IETF auspices 
v  Any IETF working group or portion thereof 
v  Any Birds of a Feather (BOF) session 
v  The IAB or any member thereof on behalf of the IAB 
v  The RFC Editor or the Internet-Drafts function 

All IETF Contributions are subject to the rules of RFC 5378 and RFC 3979 (updated by RFC 4879).  

Statements made outside of an IETF session, mailing list or other function, that are clearly not intended to be input to 
an IETF activity, group or function, are not IETF Contributions in the context of this notice.  Please consult RFC 5378 
and RFC 3979 for details.  

A participant in any IETF activity is deemed to accept all IETF rules of process, as documented in Best Current 
Practices RFCs and IESG Statements.  

A participant in any IETF activity acknowledges that written, audio and video records of meetings may be made and 
may be available to the public. 
 



Agenda 

13:00  Administrative (Blue Sheets, Note Takers, (Chairs, 2) 
       Jabber Scribes, etc.)  
 
13:02  INSIPID WG Status Update                  (Chairs, 8) 
                            
13:10  End-to-End Session Identification in    (J. Polk, 15) 
       IP-Based Multimedia Communication Networks  
       draft-ietf-insipid-session-id 
 
13:25   Requirements for Marking SIP              (P. Dawes, 5) 
       Messages to be Logged                                                                                                                                             
       draft-dawes-dispatch-logme-reqs 



Agenda (cont’d) 
 
13:30  Solutions for Marking SIP              (P. Dawes, 25) 
       to be Logged 
 
13:55  Wrap-up & Action Item Review           (Chairs, 5) 
 
14:00  End 



•  Milestones updated ( Feb 20, 2014) :  

•  One marked completed 
•  Updated completion dates of existing milestones 

•  Kaplan Draft:  

• Awaiting some pending edits (OPS, Gen-ART, IANA registration 
text clarified, etc.)  

• Once new version is published it will go to a second IETF LC 

Status Update 



•  Milestone: Session-ID Requirements & Use Cases   
            draft-ietf-insipid-session-id-reqts  

-  Completed IESG review Feb 10 
-  In RFC Editor’s queue awaiting publication (expected April) 

•  Milestone: Session-ID Solution 
            draft-ietf-insipid-session-id  

-  Three new versions since Vancouver 
-  Backwards compatibility issue appears to be resolved 
-  Expect accelerated progress as only minor issues remain 

 

Status Update 



•  Milestone: Reqts for Marking SIP Sessions for Logging 
draft-dawes-dispatch-logme-reqs 
 
-  As agreed in Vancouver, all solution text removed (and REQ #9) 
-  WG adopted document to fulfill milestone (Feb 28) 

•  Milestone: Protocol for Marking SIP Sessions for Logging 

-  draft-dawes-insipid-logme-solutions is solution text from requts draft  
-  Only submission so far to fill this milestone 
-  If planning to submit a draft for this milestone, please do so soon 
-  Call for WG adoption is on the horizon 
-  Discussion should continue on the list 

 

Status Update 


